Automatic retinal image analysis is emerging as an important screening tool for detection Glaucoma, which causes the blindness. Segmentation of optic disc, optic cup neuro retinal rim and retinal blood vessels provide important parameters for detecting and tracking this disease. This paper proposes an approach for the automatic detection of optic disc and optic cup using spatially weighted fuzzy c-mean clustering method and region of interest (ROI) based segmentations. It can be used to automatically segment neuro retinal rim. The blood vessels in the optic disc region are segmented by local entropy thresholding. The ratio of area of blood vessels and neuro retinal rim in the inferior Superior side to area of blood vessels and neuro retinal rim in the inferior superior nasal temporal (ISNT) side is combined with the CDR for the classification of fundus image as normal or glaucoma by using back propagation neural network (BPNN) and support vector machine (SVM) classifier. A batch of 300 retinal fundus images are used to assess the performance and a classification rate of 96 % is achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma, is the major cause for blindness [1] , is initiated due to increase in intraocular pressure (greater than 21mm of Hg) and it leads to damage to optic nerve [2] . The cup to disc ratio value of more than 0.3 indicates the presence of glaucoma. The colour fundus images are used to track the same by its anatomical structures such as blood vessels, optic cup, optic disc and macula for a normal retina. In a normal eye physical diameter of the optic disc is about 1.5 mm that is placed 3 to 4 mm to the nasal side of the fovea. A small depression seen at front of the optic nerve head is known as the cup and is smaller than the optic disc. A number of studies have reported on the same. In 2006, Yandong Tang et al presented an automatic segmentation of the papilla in a fundus image based on the Chan-Vese model and a shape restraint. The results show a good performance in detecting the papilla shapes and computing the shape feature parameters. It also shows that the method is robust to noise and object deformity [3] . A.A.Vlachokosta et al presented a preliminary study on the association of vessel diameter variation and glaucoma. It involves the extraction of vessel centerlines by means of differential calculus and the geometrical alignment of the images using the chamfer matching algorithm [4] . Sekhar et al presented an automated localization of retinal optic disc using fundus image for the detection of glaucoma, with the morphological processing. For detecting the main circular feature within the positive horizontal gradient image within this region of interest, Hough transform is used [5] . D.W.K. Wong et al presented a level set based automatic cup to disc ratio determination using retinal fundus images in ARGALI. Here variational level set is used for disc segmentation and threshold level set for cup segmentation. An ellipse fitting is also used here for boundary smoothening [6] . J. Liu et al presented optic cup and disc extraction from retinal fundus images for determination of cup to disc ratio using threshold method and variational level set method. Further, SWFCM method is used for optic disc and optic cup segmentation. Elliptical and morphological methods are used for smoothing the cup boundary. The features used in the method to detect the glaucoma are CDR and ISNT ratio applied to the retinal RIM area. Also, the inferior superior nasal temporal (ISNT) rule is applied to the retinal blood vessels in the optic disk to assist glaucoma diagnosis [7] .
System Overview and Methodology
The simplified work flow of the glaucoma detection system is shown in Figure 1 , in which the automated scheme for determination of CDR consists of segmentation of the optic disc and optic cup by using spatially weighted fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm. The input fundus image is converted into gray scale image. The Figure 2(a) shows the original RGB fundus image in Green plane (G) that is considered for the analysis and then the brightest point is identified, so as to select the region of the optic disc. After analyzing 100 number of fundus images of size 1504 x 1000 pixels, it is decided to consider a square of size 200 X 200 pixels with the brightest pixel as the centre point and this region is found to cover the entire optic disc along with a small portion of other regions of the image. The Figure 2(b) shows the identified region where optic disc is located. The ROI image contains the optic disc, cup and the blood vessels. Hence the blood vessels must be blurred in order to obtain better segmentation of optic disc and cup region by adjusting the image intensity and morphological closing [10] . The results are shown in Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2 (d) .
Segmentation of Optic Disc and Optic Cup
The spatial weighted fuzzy C mean clustering algorithm (SWFCM) is applied to the images. The drawback of the Fuzzy C Means clustering (FCM) is, sensitive to noise and does not consider the spatial information of pixels [11] . To overcome the same, SWFCM is used. The spatial relationship is important in clustering and to exploit the same via [12] .. (1) Where represents a square window centered on pixel in spatial domain. Larger window size may blur the images and the lower window size does not remove the noise at high density. Therefore, 5 x 5 window sizes are used. The spatial function represents the probability that the pixels belong to the i th cluster. The spatial function of pixel is large if the majority of its neighborhood belongs to the same clusters. The spatial function is incorporated into membership function by .. (2) Where p and q are controlling parameters of both functions. The spatial functions strengthen the original membership in a homogenous region. However, this formula reduces the weighting of a noisy cluster in noisy pixels by the labels to its neighboring pixels. As a result misclassified pixels from noisy region or spurious blobs can easily be corrected. The spatial FCM with parameter p and q is denoted If p = 1 and q = 0, then SFCM 1,0 is identical to the conventional FCM [13] . The clustering is a two-pass process at each iteration. The first pass is the same as that in standard FCM to calculate the membership function. In the second pass, the membership information of each pixel is mapped to the spatial domain and the function is computed. The FCM iteration proceeds with the new membership that is incorporated with spatial function. The iteration is stopped when the maximum difference between two cluster centers at two successive iterations is less than 0.00001. After the convergence, defuzzification is applied to assign each pixel to a specific cluster for which the membership is maximal. The algorithm flows are given below.
Step 1: Generate the random number with the range from 0 to1 to be the initial memberships. Let us consider the number of cluster is N, so .. (3) Where, ... (4) Step 2: Map into the pixel position and calculate the modified membership using (2). To compute objective function Step 3: Update the center using
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 to step 4 until ...(6) Where v i is the i th cluster center, (let vi = 3) and m is fuzziness parameter (m = 2). The segmented image has three clusters, namely cup, disc, and background as shown in the Figure 3(a) .The optic disc and cup clusters are separated from the clustered image to determine the cup to disc ratio.
Detection of Optic Disc and area calculation
In order to form the optic disc, background cluster is eliminated by searching the corner cluster in (e, f, g, h) index. Then optic disc and optic cup cluster are made as true pixels. The Fig. 3(b) shows the segmented optic disc image. The elliptical fitting is applied for smoothening optic disc boundary, as described in [14, 15] . The labeling is applied to form the rectangle containing the whole disc region as shown in Fig  3(c) . The centroid of the rectangle is taken as a centre to draw an ellipse by X = a*(cosα cosβ) -b*(sinα sinβ)
..(7) Y = a*(cosα sinβ) + *(sinα cosβ)
.. (8) where
Where a is the major axis length (half of the rectangle width) and b is minor axis length (half of the rectangle height). The inscribed in the rectangle as shown in Fig. 3(d) . The optic cup is identified by selecting the cluster index at the brightest point in the ROI image. The Figure 4(a) shows the optic cup and its areas is computed by elliptical method and the resulting image is shown in Figure 4 (b). The shape of the optic cup may not be exactly circular, hence the elliptical fitting lead to error in area calculation for CDR. So the morphological operations are applied to use the actual shape. The identified cup region from the clusters may have holes and they will have to be filled up for correct area calculation. The morphological dilation is performed on this identified cup to fill the hole as shown in Figure  4 (c).
The CDR values are calculated by the algorithm. Fig.5(a) and 5 (b) shows the results obtained by using elliptical method for a normal and abnormal subject respectively [15] . presence of glaucoma [16] . Using these results the presence of glaucoma can be identified.
ISNT Analysis
The ISNT ratio is calculated for retinal blood vessels in the disc area and in the retinal RIM area [17] . The Figure 6(a) shows the four quadrants of the fundus image. The upper quadrant and lower quadrants are superior (S) and Inferior (I) respectively. Nasal (N) is the quadrant close to nose and the last quadrant is the temporal (T) one. The blood vessels are enhanced by the matched filter to obtain matched filter response. An entropy thresholding scheme differentiates the blood vessels and background [18] . The length filtering technique removes the misclassified pixels. Then the vascular intersection detection is performed by a window based probing process. The Figure 6 (b) and 6(c) shows the ROI abnormal fundus image and segmented blood vessels image for abnormal subjects. Most blood vessels are concentrated in the superior and the inferior regions and cover about 27% of the optic disc area [19] .
A shift in the optic nerve head causes a slight increase in the area covered by the blood vessels in the nasal regions and decreases the area covered in superior and inferior regions. The ratio of the sum of blood vessels area in the inferior and superior region to area of blood vessels in the sum of the nasal and temporal region will show a difference between normal and glaucoma images. A glaucomatous eye has lower ISNT ratio [19] . A mask image (200 x 200) is used to measure the area of the blood vessels in the ISNT quadrant. The mask is rotated by 90º each time and is used to obtain the area covered by blood vessels in each quadrant. The mask fits the image perfectly as both the cropped image and the mask have the same dimensions of 200 x 200. The Fig.7 (a1) , 7(a2), 7(a3) and 7(a4) show the corresponding blood vessels in each quadrant mask. The area of the blood vessels is evaluated by the counting of the white pixel in the region. In order to get the ISNT ratio, the sum of the area of the inferior and the superior regions of the blood vessels is divided by the sum of the area of the nasal and the temporal region of the blood vessels. The neural rim configuration becomes available for the diagnosis of glaucoma according to the ISNT rule [20] . The detection of rim distances in four directions can assist the correct verification of ISNT rule and then improve the correct diagnosis of glaucoma at early stages. The Figure 7 (b1), 7(b2), 7(b3) and 7 (b4) shows the RIM area in the surrounding of optic disc. The image which has low ISNT ratio indicates glaucomatous eye.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed algorithm is tested on 50 normal and 50 glaucoma images based on CDR, ISNT ratio for blood vessels and ISNT ratio for neural retinal rim. Table 1 shows the CDR range, mean and mean error of the SWFCM clustering method.
The error values for the same set of images with FCM are shown in the Table 1 for comparison. The error is reduced in SWFCM because the cup region is correctly identified by taking the pixel correlation into consideration. The Figure 8 shows the scatter plot of cup to disc ratio between observed and gold standard using morphological method. The Figure 9 shows the scatter plot of cup to disc ratio between observed and gold standard using elliptical method. A high degree of correlation is found between the results obtained by cup -disc area ratio. The correlation coefficient for elliptical method is 0.977 and for morphological method is 0.981.
It is inferred that a linear regression is obtained from the scatter plot which gives the relation between observed value and gold standard value. Even though there is a high correlation, the mean error in above analysis differs. In morphological method, the mean error is 1.67% whereas in elliptical method the mean error is 3.06%. Hence the morphological method is more efficient than the elliptical method. The ISNT mean values for all these images are listed in Table 2 . From the table, it is obvious that the glaucoma eye has lower ISNT whereas the normal eye has larger ISNT.
Detection of glaucoma by classifier
In this work, the total fundus images of 300 patients have been used, in which 50 are normal patient and 250 are glaucoma patients. Features such as cup to disc ratio, ISNT ratio (blood vessels), ISNT ratio (RIM area) are computed for both the samples. Due to overlapping problems and find relation between the features, initially back propagation neural network (BPNN) is used for classification. Table 3 shows the range of features in fundus image. To test the validity of the features, we used the BPNN. The Table 4 shows the result in which the accuracy is 89.33%. To improve the same, SVM classifier applied and linear kernel is used to map the training data. The results of the classifier are shown in Table 5 , in which the classification accuracy is improved to 94.9%. Finally the Tabl. 6 show the classification results of data.
CONCLUSION
A fast and reliable detection method for finding the optic disc, optic cup, retinal blood vessels and neuro Retinal RIM area has been presented in this work. The method of considering the ISNT rule is applied to neuro retinal rim and can be used as an additional feature for distinguishing between normal and glaucoma. Progressive loss of neuro retinal rim tissues gives as accurate result to detect early stage of glaucoma.The features such as CDR, ISNT rule applied to blood vessels and ISNT rule applied to neuro retinal RIM area are computed automatically and the performance of the proposed algorithm is tested in two different classifiers. The results show that the maximum classification rate of 93% for glaucoma is achieved using the SVM classifier.
